ORTHOPEDIC AND PRODUCTION SOLUTIONS
Benefit of CNC soles:
- no visible gluing seams
- lightness

Usage of CNC soles:
- for shoes with roller
- sport type and casual shoes

Available colours:
- Black 81

The title of material in Odoo system:

CNC A4H (Flat + Boarding)  
CNC A4R (Flat + Welt)  
CNC A6R (Formed + Welt)

Available hardness:
- EVA 45 Sh
- EVA 55 Sh

How to order in Odoo?
1. Select Lasting type „Cemented without welt“.  
2. Select outer sole type from drop down list.  
3. Specify requested heel height.  
4. Specify requested hardness.  
5. Standard roller thickness 5 mm, if other thickness requested please specify.  
6. In comment field write a type of requested CNC sole.
Dolphin

- Back pull loop
- Ankle fixation
- Zipper for easy fit
Universe


Unique design - the shoes can be fastened with one hand

Deep opening of the shoe at the front

Easy to put a stationary foot in the shoe

Perfect solution for service personnel when it is necessary to wear a stationary patient

With the help of a zipper part of the heel is released

Convenient to fix the stationary toes in the required position

Not recommended when strong foot stabilization is required
Chili

- Flexible calf support
- Soft calf part
- Removable and washable calf part
- Integrated Pre-preg orthotic with Pre-preg footplate
- Outstanding loop place for tighter tying
- Padded and raised heel for better heel grip and easier way to put on shoes
- Special loops for shoelaces
- Midsole from softer EVA
- Lightweight and breathable textile
- Fast roller
- Sole on toe
- Comfortable slip-on thanks to wide and long lacing
Spring

Integrated Pre-preg orthotic with Pre-preg footplate

Strong immobilisation

New solution for welt and boarding

Great alternative to a high boot
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